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Slow Juicer AMZCHEF 3001-GA (Grey)
Meet the AMZCHEF 3001-GA slow-speed juicer - an innovative device that will change the way you prepare juices and other foods in your
kitchen.  Designed  for  health,  versatility  and  ease  of  use,  it  is  ideal  for  anyone  who  values  the  highest  quality  nutrients  in  their  diet.
Equipped with 150 watts of power, 90-110 rpm speed and a range of functions, it is not only powerful, but also extremely quiet and easy
to use.
 
Juices full of vitamins
The AMZCHEF 3001-GA slow-speed juicer is a unique device that extracts the maximum amount of nutrients from fruits and vegetables.
Thanks to its low speed (90-110 rpm), it  squeezes juice more slowly than traditional juicers,  which preserves more vitamins, enzymes
and other nutritional values, yielding juices that are healthier and fuller in flavor.
 
Smart LED panel and two operation modes
Equipped with a smart LED panel, the AMZCHEF 3001-GA juicer offers two modes - 'Soft' for soft fruits and vegetables (50-60 rpm) and
'Hard'  for  harder  produce.  This  allows  you  to  adjust  the  speed  according  to  the  type  of  ingredients  you  are  processing,  guaranteeing
optimal squeezing efficiency.
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Versatile 4-in-1 application
The AMZCHEF 3001-GA is a 4-in-1 appliance - if you want, you can buy additional components so that the juicer can turn into a vegetable
grater, meat grinder and sausage stuffer at any time. Thus, when you buy a juicer, you get a versatile helper in the kitchen, allowing you
to prepare a variety of dishes and snacks.
 
Quiet operation and ease of use
Thanks to its quiet operation (less than 60 dB), the AMZCHEF 3001-GA juicer does not disturb your kitchen. You can prepare nutritious
juices while your child naps without worrying that the noise will wake them up. The device is also easy to use, ensuring that your drinks
will be ready quickly and without problems.
 
Eco-friendly solution and easy cleaning
Bet on recycling! The leftover pulp can be used as plant nutrients, which is an eco-friendly solution for your home. In addition, the juicer
is easy to clean, and its non-slip pads provide stability during use to avoid spilling the contents.
 
With comfort in mind
You'll find a portable bottle included, making it easy to store and transport your freshly squeezed juices. This is ideal for those who value
a healthy lifestyle and like to have nutritious juices on hand.
 
Included
Squeezer
Bottle
Manufacturer
AMZCHEF
Model
3001-GA
Rated power
150 W
Voltage
220-240V ~ 50/60Hz
Operating time
≤ 10 minutes
Interval time
≥10 minutes
Rotational speed
90-110 rpm
Operating modes
Soft/Hard
Noise level
Less than 60 dB

Preço:

Antes: € 190.9944

Agora: € 155.00
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Pequenos eletrodomésticos, Other
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